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 .packager.com Now here's my question. All the above URLs that are being displayed, there is no real space between the two
URLs for example www.mywebsite.com and package.com. I would like to use the following URL to point to my website,

www.mywebsite.com/package. Note: I'm not trying to build any kind of links, just a quick fix for this. A: No. You cannot have
a relative URL (a URL that does not include an prefix) that begins with a / (forward slash) character. / indicates the root of the
web server's document tree, not where the next element of the document will be located. The correct form of a relative URL in
the context of web servers is an URI that begins with a scheme ( mailto://, etc), followed by the path component of the URI, and
ending with the (optional) fragment identifier. Examples: (full URI) (relative URL) (Scheme-less relative URL) If you want to
use a URL containing a / character as a URL to a web server, you need to encode it first. For example: / (forward slash) %2F

(forward slash encoded) %3D (equal sign encoded) The URL would be a valid URL, but is much more likely to be
misinterpreted as part of a larger URL. The URL becomes after the encoding. You cannot start your relative path with / You

could turn / into %2F or any other character you want. You can't start the path with /, or at least this isn't commonly supported,
and in my experience you'll almost certainly be treated as if you did if you try. Try it and see what happens. Q: How do I

correctly implement a domain level cache for a Spring MVC application? What is the best way to implement a domain level
cache for Spring MVC? I don't want to use any caches outside 82157476af
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